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Customize Your Course Content with Open Educational Resources

Abstract
This half day workshop provides an overview of the current open textbook and OER landscape, including information about copyright, fair use, open licensing, strategies for identifying open content, and models for compiling open content for class use. We will also devote time to hands-on exploration of existing open resources that could be used in your course or discipline. If you have been thinking about reworking your required readings and are leaning toward more open materials, this workshop is the perfect time to explore the possibilities. You will get the most out of this workshop if you come with a specific course or set of courses in mind. All individuals who teach at the College and feel they would benefit from this workshop are welcome, regardless of rank or type of appointment.
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1. Defining “open”
2. A few examples
3. Searching for OERs
4. Evaluating OERs
5. Remixing
6. Closing reflection
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What does “open” mean to you?
Open is... free as in “freedom”
Open is... free + permissions

- Retain
- Reuse
- Revise
- Remix
- Redistribute
Open is... a verb, not an adjective

http://img01.deviantart.net/dd43/i/2010/027/0/5/that__s_what__s_happenin_by_essbeeone.jpg
Open is... sharing

“Cookie Monster Avatar” by Nonprofit Organizations is licensed under CC BY 2.0 / cropped from original
Open is... multi-faceted
Open Access

“Open Access literature is digital, online, free of charge, and free of most copyright and licensing restrictions.”

- Peter Suber
Open Source

“Open source software is software that can be freely used, changed, and shared (in modified or unmodified form) by anyone.”
Open Pedagogy

“Open pedagogy is the set of teaching and learning practices only practical in the context of the 5R permissions characteristic of open educational resources.”

- Open Education Group
Open Educational Resources (OERs)

“freely accessible, openly licensed documents and media that are useful for teaching, learning, and assessing as well as for research purposes”

- Wikipedia
Fig. 9: CC licenses arranged from most to least permissive.
Image from “Understanding Free Cultural Works” by Creative Commons licensed by CC BY 4.0
OER EXAMPLES

libguides.gettysburg.edu/scholcomm/oer517
Teach and learn psychology for free.

“Traditional textbooks are history. The Noba approach is the way of the future.”

James Pennebaker

Learn More About Noba

Print Versions Now Available
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MIT Sloan Fellow Andrea Desrosiers is making an educational video about orthodontics. (Photograph courtesy of Elizabeth Choe.)
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FINDING OER
EVALUATING OER
COMPILING & CUSTOMIZING OER

“Remix” by Bill Benzson is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0
AUTHORING OPEN TEXTBOOKS

Melissa Falldin, Karen Lauritsen

A guide for people who want to make open textbooks.

This guide is for faculty authors, librarians, project managers and others who are involved in the production of open textbooks in higher education and K-12. Content includes a checklist for getting started, publishing program case studies, textbook organization and elements, writing resources and an overview of useful tools.
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